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Abstract—Data-centric approaches play an increasing role in many scientific domains, but in turn rely increasingly heavily on advanced research support environments for coordinating research activities, providing access to research data, and choreographing complex experiments. Critical time constraints can be seen in several application scenarios e.g., event detection for disaster early warning, runtime execution steering, and failure recovery. Providing support for executing such time critical research applications is still a challenging issue in many current research support environments however. In this paper, we analyse time critical requirements in three key kinds of research support environment—Virtual Research Environments, Research Infrastructures, and e-Infrastructures—and review the current state of the art. An approach for dynamic infrastructure planning is discussed that may help to address some of these requirements. The work is based on requirements collection recently performed in three EU H2020 projects: SWITCH, ENVRIPLUS and VRE4EIC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many scientific domains such as in the environmental and earth sciences, data-centric approaches play an increasing role. To study the development of earthquakes or volcanoes for example, one needs continuous observation of the surrounding geographic regions and their underlying strata in order to obtain the data necessary to model various seismological processes and their interactions. Depending on the problem scale, these observations can only be provided by sources distributed across different countries, institutions and data centres. Moreover, such research activities also often require advanced computing and storage infrastructure in order to analyse, process, model and simulate the data. Advanced environments to support research (research support environments) are clearly needed to enable researchers to access data, software tools and services from different sources, and to integrate them into cohesive experimental investigations with well-defined, replicable workflows for processing data and tracking the provenance of results.

Based on the types of functionality needed, several kinds of support environments can be identified that must work in tandem to support data-centric research: 1) computing, storage and network infrastructures, e.g., provided via EGI [2] and EUDAT [3], also called e-Infrastructures; 2) services for accessing, searching and processing research data within different scientific domains, called Research Infrastructures (RIs) [1], e.g., ICOS [4], EPOS [5] and EURO-ARGO [6] for the environmental and earth sciences; and 3) environments for providing user-centred support for discovering and selecting data and software services from different sources, and composing and executing application workflows based on them, called Virtual Research Environments (VREs), Virtual Laboratories [9] or Science Gateways [10], e.g., D4Science [8] and e-Labs [14].

In these research support environments, timeliness or speed can be seen as a crucial factor in several application scenarios. An example would be when generating early warning of potential disasters based on iterative simulation: the processing of environmental observations and system simulation have to meet certain time constraints for predicting environmental behaviour and for making decisions for handling possible consequences. Another example is in the context of data acquisition and management where information from sensors is collected continuously; they need to be processed nearly immediately in order to provide services for accessing ‘nearly real-time’ information about the environment. In the user interaction context, when interacting with distributed processes, attempts to steer the computation should be responded to within certain time constraints in order to deliver a sufficiently high quality of user experience. In this paper, we
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refer to these applications using the term time critical applications\(^1\), and refer to the time requirements for such applications as time critical requirements or time critical constraints.

Historically, the requirements for timeliness and speed in research support environments are often interpreted differently: e.g., parallelising computing tasks and minimising execution time versus optimising the network communication and controlling the latency or transmission time within certain small boundaries, or simulating a physical system based on wall clock time, which in some cases, they are mixed with the term ‘real-time’, which has a more confined meaning in the context of embedded systems. Nowadays, research support environments are often constructed across different nations, and focus on different service abstractions, e.g., scientist-centred activities (VREs), data lifecycle management (RIs), or computing, storage and network services (e-Infrastructures).

Having a consistent view on those time critical requirements, and taking them into consideration during development, have become important engineering demands.

In the next section, we characterise the forms of research support environment currently existing or in production. The work described in this paper is conducted in the context of a number of on-going EU funded projects for research support environment: ENVRI-PLUS for interoperable research infrastructures for environmental and earth sciences \([11]\), VRE4EIC for virtual research environments for multi domain RIs \([8]\), and SWITCH for time critical applications in Clouds \([38]\). The main goal of this paper therefore is to analyse the time critical requirements extracted from the more general requirements recently collected from those projects (Section 3), and so identify the gaps based on the state of the art (Section 4). In addition, a dynamic real-time infrastructure planner proposed originally in the SWITCH project is discussed as a possible means to address some of those requirements, drawing upon a real-world use case as justification (Section 5). Our conclusions are summarised in Section 6.

II. TIME CRITICAL SCENARIOS IN RESEARCH SUPPORT ENVIRONMENTS

In this paper we specifically focus on the three types of research support environment identified earlier: VREs, RIs and e-Infrastructures. Based on the specific focuses of those different environments, an abstract logical relation among them can be seen in the layers of Fig. 1.

In this section, we will analyse the time critical requirements in different research environments in the context of a number of on-going projects.

A. Virtual research environments

Virtual Research Environments play a direct role in the lifecycle of research activities performed by scientists: e.g., for a) planning experiments, b) discovering resources from different sources, c) integrating them into a single application, d) executing the application and e) managing research data and collaborating with other scientists. Graphical environments, workflow management systems, and data analytics tools are typical components of such environments. In the lifecycle of research activities, time critical constraints apply to a number of scenarios, including:

1) Data and service discovery. Browsing catalogues of available data, services and other resources, and querying information from the catalogues are basic activities conducted when a researcher starts his research activities using a VRE. Response time is a key indicator of the performance of the catalogue service or the quality of user experience when using the system. Response time can also be important when the catalogues are invoked by software agents or application engines at runtime to retrieve additional information.

2) Customisation of runtime environment and the scheduling of workflow applications. These are important steps when planning the execution of an experiment, which may contain specific time constraints regarding the overall execution or specific parts of the application.

3) Modelling and simulation of the evolution of physical systems. Modelling and simulation are the main activities of many researchers studying complex systems, e.g., species migration in LifeWatch \([14]\) or ecosystem dynamics in ANAEE \([15]\). Synchronising time across different individual simulation models can be crucial to modelling the correct behaviour of the overall system.

4) Application steering and control features. Runtime control of applications can be invaluable to researchers executing long runs and especially complex experiments. The VRE needs to not only provide the real time status of the system during execution, but should also permit user interventions to pause or reconfigure operations.

---

\(^1\) Based on the definition of time-critical in the Oxford English dictionary (http://www.oed.com).
Naturally, scientists always want their data-related activities to be performed efficiently and effectively—which implies the VRE should impose minimal requirements for quality of user experience. In the VRE requirement collection and analysis in the VRE4EIC project [8], quality of user experience (QoS) in using a VRE was explicitly included, and more than forty per-cent of researchers interviewed expressed particular concerns about user experience. Response delays to user interaction, e.g., search and execution control, should be as short as possible and within certain bounds.

Other time constraints, e.g., in simulating physical system behaviour, should not only be as fast as possible, but should also take synchronisation between distributed components and managing simulation clocks and events into account.

B. Research infrastructure

Research Infrastructures play a key role in the lifecycle of research data, services and the other assets, providing security and access policies for e.g., the acquisition, curation, publication, processing and other usage of research data. RIs are often characterised by the types of research data they acquire and offer to their users, such as observations and measurements of earth systems in the case of environmental science research infrastructures [11], gene sequences and samples in marine biology research infrastructures [12], and document collections in humanities research infrastructures [13]. Sensor networks, data catalogues, and services for curation, identification, citation and provenance are typical components.

In the ENVRIPLUS project [11], key features and services of environmental research infrastructures are modelled with explicit consideration for their place in the research data lifecycle\(^2\). Key phases in the lifecycle include data acquisition, curation, publication, processing and usage. Critical time constraints can be seen from:

1) Acquiring real-time observations and measurements. Most environmental research infrastructures have underlying observation and measurement subsystems to monitor certain aspects of the world, e.g., the ocean, the geosphere, the atmosphere or biological ecosystems. Processing the observation data in real time and making them available in a nearly real-time manner are critical for certain RIs when they provide services based on the real time information, such as weather prediction or disaster early warning [16].

2) Identifying and citing data. Persistent identifiers allow users and software agents to refer to specific datasets correctly during the data lifecycle\(^3\). Assigning identifiers to raw sensor data or nearly real-time data, becomes another important requirement for an RI such as ICOS to provide data services.

3) Publishing and accessing data with critical time constraints. This can be seen as an important QoS requirement for delivering data content to users. During this process, time for checking data quality, annotating data with meta information, assigning identifiers, updating the relevant data catalogues, and informing data subscribers, all have to be finished within a certain time to guarantee the quality of service and user experience of the data user.

4) Providing interfaces for VRE environments. VREs rely on RIs to provide data access and service catalogues, and to carry out data processing. The quality of the services offered by research infrastructure is crucial for those critical time constraints required by applications generated within VREs. Besides offering services to meet quality constraints, research infrastructures should also explicitly model those QoS attributes as part of the meta information provided in the resource catalogues.

In many cases, users can directly interact with RIs, and perform research activities. Some of the RIs also include VRE-like components in their development plan, e.g., in the case of EPOS. In this case, requirements we mentioned in 2.A are also valid here.

C. e-Infrastructure

e-Infrastructures focus on the management of the service lifecycle of computing, storage and network resources. e-Infrastructures provide services for RIs or other applications to provision dedicated infrastructure, to manage computing tasks, and to deploy services needed for storage, data processing and other purposes. e-Infrastructures offer computing, storage, and network related services to their customers based on Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Critical time constraints can be seen from:

1) Scheduling and execution of tasks. The scheduling and execution of tasks on computing platforms including super-computers, compute clusters, and Grid and Cloud services are important services offered by e-Infrastructure providers such as EGI. Parallel computing has strict requirements for message passing between tasks, and for customised architecture for computing models, e.g., exploiting multiple cores, while other applications have very high demands on the processing of high volumes of data. High Performance Computing (HPC) and High Throughput Computing (HTC) are often characterised as the two main paradigms for choosing resources. While different computing tasks share the same resources, the infrastructure has to apply scheduling intelligence to ensure the time constraints required by each task are satisfied, or reserve sufficient resources in advance for those tasks to ensure their required performance.

2) Customising, reserving and provisioning suitable infrastructures. In a typical scenario for guaranteeing specific runtime system-level performance as needed by specific applications, the e-Infrastructure should take the critical time constraints required by the application, together with the cost of the resource and the total available resources into account and make an optimal

\(^2\) As described in http://envri.eu/vm.

\(^3\) Data lifecycle can be seen from ENVRI reference model, DCC curation lifecycle, http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-model
plan for the user. This scenario is becoming increasingly important in contexts where the e-Infrastructure offers virtualised resources to its users.

3) Monitoring runtime behaviour for the infrastructure, and providing controllability. Monitoring and control are considered key services for high-level applications that want to benefit from the underlying programmability and controllability offered by the infrastructure, e.g., Cloud or software-defined networking.

4) Failure recovery for deployed services and applications. Failure recovery is often highlighted as a key service, in particular when supporting time or mission critical applications. Time constraints are not only imposed on failure detection, but also on decision-making and recovery actions.

The quality of e-Infrastructure services is crucial for their uptake by users. From the use cases we have analysed, we can clearly see these time constraints on scheduling and executing tasks, resource provisioning, monitoring and failure recovery.

**D. Requirements characterisation**

So far, we have only used the generic term “critical time constraints” to describe time-related quality requirements in research support environments. In this section, we shall first examine the different kinds of time critical requirement we have identified, and then align those requirements with the terms used by the real-time community. Based on this alignment, we will then proceed with the technology review in the following section.

Fig. 2 shows a proposed high-level taxonomy for classifying different time critical requirements. At an abstract level, service quality is the generic term to describe the different constraints of the application. We identify timeliness and speed related aspects from quality requirements and use them to identify time critical applications specifically. We then break our definition down further:

![Diagram of terminologies related to time critical applications]

1) We have **speed critical applications**, where the objective is simply to minimise the completion time; these applications most suit the high-performance computing paradigm.

2) A **real-time application** is often characterised by bounded response time constraints, or **deadlines**, on the input to the system, with a risk of severe consequence on failure to meet these deadlines [17]. Based on the severity of the consequences if the system does not respond within the required time boundary, a real-time application is referred to as **hard real-time** when any deadline it misses leads to an effective failure of the application, **soft real-time** when missing deadlines only leads to a degradation of perceived performance, and **firm real-time** when no specific missed deadlines will lead to immediate application failure, but missing more than a few deadlines effectively results in failure anyway.

3) **Nearly real-time (or near real-time, or ‘NRT’ for short)** refers to a kind of delay introduced by data processing or transmission that is acceptable within certain bounds. Note that this is not the same as soft real-time, where failure to meet the real-time requirement may be acceptable in limited circumstances; nearly real-time applications can still impose a hard requirement for processing to fall within the permitted bounds, even those bounds are themselves quite broad.

These definitions are not mutually exclusive. The existence of deadlines is most significant within time critical applications. We can see such deadlines in a number of contexts from the examples of Section 2, as shown in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support environment</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Critical time constraints</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtual research environment</td>
<td>Data/service Search, query</td>
<td>Response time for getting results from queries</td>
<td>Soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workflow orchestration / choreography</td>
<td>Execution deadlines for the entire workflow or specific processes</td>
<td>Soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modelling and simulation</td>
<td>Simulation clock</td>
<td>Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application steering and runtime control</td>
<td>Response time for control operation</td>
<td>Soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research infrastructure</td>
<td>Data acquisition and quality control</td>
<td>QC time</td>
<td>Firm, NRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data publication and access</td>
<td>Catalogue update, access response time</td>
<td>Soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interface to VREs</td>
<td>Response time to specific service</td>
<td>Soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data identification</td>
<td>Identifier assignment</td>
<td>Soft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Some selected time critical scenarios and time constraints in the research support environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e-Infrastructure</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Execution time of computing tasks</th>
<th>Firm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure reservation / provisioning</td>
<td>Provisioning delay</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Monitoring delay</td>
<td>Firm, NRT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure recovery</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>Firm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most processes in research support environments are ‘soft’ in the sense that failure to meet deadlines is usually not disastrous. However processes that are continuously run in tandem with data acquisition can be seen to be firm real-time due to the ‘knock-on’ effect of repeated failure to process their inputs on time. Hard real time constraints are rare in the general sense, but may emerge in specific cases, e.g., where the process is made part of a safety-critical application such as disaster response.

In practical terms, the ‘firmness’ of a response time constraint dictates the degree of limited resource that should be allocated to ensuring the constraint. Isolated failures do not have the same impact as failures that beget further failures. It may be possible (and desirable) in specific research support environments to be able to assign a metric to constraints based on firmness that can be translated into concrete resource level requirements or adaptation strategies.

III. TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

We shall review the current technologies related to the processes we overviewed in Table 1, and then discuss the gaps between requirements and current technologies.

A. Time critical information search and query

Time critical data/service queries are generated when searching for information to address urgent needs or for mission critical business contexts, e.g., life saving or disaster decision making [18]. Typical technologies mainly include modelling the search activities of users, and their (future) interests [19], predicting future queries [20], optimising data catalogues [21], prioritising urgent tasks in search engines [18], and optimising information presentation of contextual information [22]. Such kinds of time critical queries are not currently treated differently in RIs or VREs, because many research activities are supported in current VREs only at a prototype level. We can see however several potential use case scenarios with mission critical characteristics, e.g., searching for urgent information in the context of real-time collaborative societal challenge studies.

B. Time critical workflow execution

Executing distributed workflow applications with critical time constraints has been studied for different types of tasks, whether short term tasks with fixed duration for computation, or persistent tasks (services) only performing computation when they are invoked or when certain events occur. The critical constraints in those applications often exist as deadlines for finishing the execution of the entire application or some sub-set of tasks, or for responding to a given invocation or event within a certain time. Scheduling the execution of such applications often needs consideration of not only the deadlines of individual tasks but also cost and occupation of resources [23]. Partial Critical Path based algorithms are the basic approach in solving such kinds of problem [24]. When customising virtual infrastructures based on IaaS provided by Cloud, a common approach will 1) select suitable virtual machines (VMs) based on certain task-VM performance matrices, 2) minimise communication costs between tasks by grouping tasks needing frequent communication in the same VM, and 3) refine the selection based on calculation of new critical paths. In this context, meta-heuristic approaches e.g., particle swarm optimisation [25] is often used to minimise the execution cost of the workflow within the overall deadline of the application. Multi-Objective Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) is proposed to optimise the trade-off between monetary cost and the make-span of the application, although HEFT was originally designed for application scheduling on fixed rather than elastic infrastructures. Most existing work focuses on guaranteeing a single deadline encompassing the entire application, e.g., Critical Path-based Iterative (CPI) [26] and complete critical paths (CPIS) [27]. Those technologies have been widely investigated for applications modelled as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), e.g., data pipeline based applications. DAG-based methods are popular for building data-flows for data-intensive applications; the above technologies can be directly applied when those applications have partial or global deadlines.

C. Real time modelling and simulation

Simulating physical systems does not always require the simulation to run in real-time at wall clock rates [28], in particular if the goal is to understand evolutionary characteristics or to predict system behaviour. However, executing such simulations on distributed infrastructure does impose requirements on managing the simulation times of different sub-components, e.g., time management in High Level Architecture (HLA) for controlling the casual relation among events and time [29]. In data science, coupling different simulation models of individual systems can be performed to study the behaviours of complex systems, e.g., combining species distribution models with weather models to study how diseases are distributed via insects and species migration at different times.

D. Real-time computing steering

Real-time steering of the execution of a computing system requires not only monitoring and visualisation of the runtime status so that users can make decisions, but also execution in real-time steering operations performed by users in response to that status. This has to be handled in an asynchronous manner, freeing up the user to perform other work while waiting for the execution to proceed to the next decision point.
The runtime status of an application can be obtained via monitoring of both the underlying platform and infrastructure, and the application itself. The infrastructure-level monitoring often takes place at network level, e.g., measuring throughput, round-trip time, packet loss and jitter [30], and on computing and storage nodes, e.g., measuring CPU usage, memory usage, and I/O [31]. In cloud environments, infrastructure monitoring can take place at both physical and virtual layers. Monitoring the service quality of cloud environments allow providers or users to evaluate compliance with SLAs, which requires mappings to be produced between resource metrics and SLA parameters, or the translation of Service Level Objectives (SLOs) to lower-level resource requirements [34]. At the application level, the application status monitoring often requires embedding probes inside application components. Any logging and provenance subsystems of distributed applications often captures the runtime status of the system as well [32]. To visualise the runtime status and to allow a user to make correct decisions regarding system control, different kinds of monitoring information together with the context of the system execution have to be harmonized based on the timestamp. Semantic technologies are often used to integrate such information and to offer query interfaces to link them [33].

Runtime steering of computing systems can take the form of adaptations of application logic at certain control points where the system actively provides time windows for users to intercede, or else the system can be interrupted by the user during execution [35]. The controllability of infrastructures e.g., dynamically configuring or scaling nodes [36], or controlling network flows [37], offer applications opportunities to refine the system performance. For these approaches to work, it is necessary to minimise the response time for any given control operation to meet critical time constraints. In recent projects such as SWITCH [38], automating application control based on performance diagnosis is highlighted as a key feature for time critical cloud applications. In research support environments, time critical computing system control can be seen in several on-going use cases in ENVRIPLUS and VRE4IC projects, e.g., adaptive data distribution for Euro-Argo data, and for quality control and processing of ICOS observation data [11].

E. Real-time data acquisition and nearly real time data

Acquiring real-time observations or monitoring data from devices or sensors are important processes in many research infrastructures [1]. The quality of the communication between sensors/devices and data processing units is crucial to control the delay in new data acquisition. Software-defined sensor networks can be used to optimise the communication between sensors [39], as can using edge nodes (in the context of edge computing) to enhance the communication between sensors and data processing nodes in Clouds [40].

To make sensor data available for users in near real-time in research infrastructures, partially automating data quality control and semantic annotation are important [41]. Currently, most data quality control is manually done by human experts; standardising part of the processing and using virtualised infrastructure to auto-scale that processing are mentioned in several use cases for environmental science RIs [42].

F. Real-time data transfer

Real-time data transfer between distributed components is a frequently seen task in data infrastructure applications. Technologies are being developed at both network and transfer service level. At network level, real-time data protocols [43], multi-path TCP and other protocols are used to optimise the throughput of data streaming. Software Defined Networking (SDN) [44] technologies are used to dynamically adapt the network flows between data sources and destinations, and traffic programming models such as co-flow [45] are also used to reschedule runtime data transfer between tasks. At transfer service level, dynamic schedule data transfer workers are used in LBSDER to handle the balance of data downloads [46].

G. Infrastructure provision for time critical applications

Efficient provisioning of networked virtual infrastructures essentially enables applications to adapt e-Infrastructure at runtime to meet time critical requirements. Container technologies can significantly reduce the bootstrap time of virtual nodes. Optimising VM image size, e.g., in FVD [47], or directly forking runtime images from memory e.g., in SnowFlock [48] and Twinkle [49] can reduce the provisioning time, but can only applied at the provider side. Using P2P or SDN technology to optimise VM image transfer among data centres [50] is also possible. As for dynamic provisioning, previous related research mainly includes network embedding and inter-cloud architecture to satisfy dynamic requirements. In the SWITCH project, a transparent network virtual infrastructure graph partitioning and parallel provisioning approach is being developed to map infrastructure over different data centres and to enable dynamic adaptation of the topology [51]. These IaaS-based provisioning mechanisms exhibit large potential for supporting large distributed applications over large e-Infrastructures.

H. Real-time Service Level Agreement

Real-time support of virtualised infrastructure has attracted more and more interest [52]. SLAs for real-time applications, and the negotiation of such agreements at runtime, will be crucial for supporting real-time applications in Cloud. In this context, real-time task schedulers at operating system, network, hypervisor and virtualised infrastructure levels should all be taken into account by developers. SLA issuing and real-time negotiation technologies depend heavily on the complexity of the mapping between application requirements and the available resources, and the matching between quality requirements at different service layers. Most mapping approaches are based on graph mapping using key quality parameters such as execution time; however limited association between the application and infrastructure during application development makes the searching procedure over large resource graph very time consuming. In this context, the main approach currently taken to improve the search procedure is to include different types of heuristics and optimisation technologies, for instance parallelising the searching procedure for matching resources and applications [53], pre-processing the resource information by clustering the resource information based on the SLA request, and multi-
objective optimisation for searching out alternative solutions [54]. However, SLA negotiations in e-Infrastructures mainly rely on human dialogue. The SLA attributes for time critical applications also hardly include.

I. Real-time task schedulers

In time critical systems, scheduling tasks in an optimal execution order is crucial to ensure that the system meets its deadlines. Depending on the type of tasks, different scheduling strategies can be developed. A typical way to determine the order of execution is based on the priorities of tasks. These priorities can be statically assigned or dynamically adapted based on the temporal status of the system. Algorithms like least completion time, earliest data deadline first, and least slack time are typical examples.

IV. CHALLENGES AND GAP ANALYSIS

In the above section, we can see a number of time critical research scenarios and technical requirements for different research support activities.

![Figure 3: Activities require real-time support](image)

Fig. 3 highlights what has been discussed in the previous two sections. In some cases, activities can cross different services provided by different support environments; supporting time critical requirements in these cases becomes very challenging.

1) To meet requirements for searching data and software services in virtual research environments, the underlying data query and access services from different research infrastructures and the storage services and virtual infrastructure where those RI services are deployed are all required to meet certain time critical constraints.

2) To develop a time critical application in a VRE, the developer not only needs to describe time constraints at application level, but also compose an application workflow—by choosing suitable services, data sources from research infrastructures, and by customising runtime virtual infrastructures for the application and provisioning it in an optimal e-Infrastructure.

3) During the execution of time critical applications in VREs, data sources, software components, and the execution engines of some parts of the application will have to be handled by different underlying research infrastructures or e-Infrastructures. The scheduler in low-level infrastructures has to guarantee the application-level time constraints.

From the literature and recent projects, we can see that engineering approaches and scheduling intelligence for time critical constraints have been hot topics for control systems, embedded systems and many other application fields. However, we can still see many technical gaps when applying these technologies to developing research support environments for time critical applications, including:

1) A lack of low-level support from e-Infrastructures and RIs. In current e-Infrastructures, e.g., EGI, high performance and high throughput are two key computing service models for applications. The real-time support at operating system, hypervisor and virtual machine levels are currently not yet fully realized by e-Infrastructures.

2) Moreover, the Service Level Agreements provided by e-Infrastructures do not yet support real time applications with strict response time constraints. In fact, even among commercial Cloud providers the support for time critical applications is in a very early phase.

3) In addition, most current development and execution of research applications focus on handling data flows and on integrating distributed computing tasks. The support for verifying time constraints at application level, and for scheduling and controlling the application at the underlying infrastructure level are currently very limited.

V. A PROPOSED APPROACH IN SWITCH

In this section we introduce a solution being developed in the SWITCH project for supporting time critical applications in Cloud, and then discuss a technical path to apply this technology in research support environments for time critical research activities.

A. The SWITCH approach

The SWITCH project tackles software engineering challenges for developing time critical applications in Clouds. It aims at handling time critical applications at three key phases in their lifespan: application development, virtual infrastructure customisation and provisioning, and runtime control, as shown in Fig. 4.
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loop based on time critical requirements. In this model:

1) The application logic will be programmed with
consideration for critical time constraints together with the
programmability and controllability of the cloud environment
such that both the application and the virtual runtime
environment for executing the application can be programmed
and optimised together during the design phase.

2) A virtual runtime environment (a runtime environment
created in the cloud for executing the application) can be
customised to address critical application requirements, and
can then be provisioned in the cloud with SLAs oriented
towards time critical application requirements.

3) The application can autonomously adapt its own
behaviour and that of the virtual runtime environment when
performance drops at runtime. The SWITCH environment
employs formal performance reasoning mechanisms to guide
each step in the development, and tools are delivered to the
users via each of three subsystems. The three sub-systems
proposed in SWITCH are as follows:

The SWITCH Interactive Development Environment (SIDE)
subsystem provides interfaces for all of the user- and
programmer-facing tools, by exposing a collection of
graphical interfaces and APIs that tie in SWITCH’s services to
a Web-based environment. The time constraints of
applications can be described together with an initial plan of
the virtual infrastructure. Standardised language is used to
describe application constraints and infrastructure design.

The Dynamic Real-time Infrastructure Planner (DRIP)
subsystem uses an extended critical path algorithm to select
optimal virtual machines and to plan a customised virtual
infrastructure for the application. A provisioning agent maps
the infrastructure graph onto available data centres and

provisions the infrastructure. Control agents are provided for
application to manipulate the underlying infrastructures.

The Autonomous System Adaptation Platform (ASAP)
monitors the real time runtime status of the application from
both service level and the infrastructure level. Based on the
monitoring information, the ASAP subsystem diagnoses the
application’s status and makes decisions on adapting the
application’s behaviour by calling control agents deployed
alongside the application by DRIP.

B. A RI use case using SWITCH

SWITCH can contribute partially to the technologies
needed by research support environments from different
aspects. We shall discuss these aspects using a typical use case
scenario in environmental RIs.

The use case is about cataloguing near real-time data and
distributing data to different data subscribers. The basic
scenario includes 1) collecting data from sensors, 2) updating
the catalogues of near real-time data, and 3) distributing data
to the remote data subscribers. In order to provide such data
services to data subscribers with guaranteed service quality;
several time constraints have to be considered, including 1) the
data delivery time between sensor stations and the data
repository, 2) the time cost of annotating metadata and
updating the relevant data catalogues, 3) the time for storing
data into repositories, 4) the time for retrieving data from
repository, and 5) the time for delivering data content to
distributed subscribers. We use this example to explain how
an RI can plan and provision a customised virtual
infrastructure for such service.

Figure 5. Time constraints in the data distribution use case.

The SWITCH can support research-support environments
in the following aspects:

1) Infrastructure description and planning based on the
time constraints derived from the use case. The planner selects
VMs based on the performance of each task, as shown in Fig.
6.

2) Provisioning virtual infrastructure on e-Infrastructure
via standardised interface. The provisioning component
selects data centres and network connections based on the
location of sensors and subscribers, and provision the
infrastructure (decompose them into different parts if
necessary) on one or more data centres.
3) Scale-out of the distribution services based on the location of the subscribers. The SWITCH is able to monitor the runtime performance and to dynamically adapt the infrastructure based on the runtime situation.

C. Discussion

The development of time critical solutions in research support environments is still in a very early phase. The original motivation of SWITCH is for industrial applications. Conceptually, we have demonstrated feasibility of using such technology in RI or e-Infrastructures. Currently, this activity is still on-going. The SWITCH provisioning is being tested with the EGI e-Infrastructure. The detailed development of the use case is on-going. Detailed implementation will be presented in a separate paper. An important consideration is the run-time overhead of monitoring and adaptation. The SWITCH approach is to use lightweight monitoring probes alongside application components and moving the analysis and decision logic to dedicated resources provisioned alongside applications; this should minimise overhead, but requires further study to prove that this is the case. In the meantime, applying the solutions from real-time communities, e.g., the scheduling algorithms at OS kernel, hypervisor, and virtualised resources, are attracting more and more interest.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we analysed requirements for time critical constraints in research support environments from different scenarios, and identified gaps between requirements and the current technologies based on technology review. The work is performed in the context of three on-going projects: SWITCH, ENVRI PLUS and VRE4EIC.

We highlight a number of challenging open issues in the development of research support environments. We investigate the requirements across different abstraction of the research support environments, and aims to provide guidelines for the development of different platforms to choose technologies in order to enable those time critical scenarios.
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